features this short story -which was written by Wolf in 1971 and published in the West but not the East in her Gesammelte Erzählungen -Kane juxtaposes a summary of "Kleiner Ausflug nach H." with a detailed review of the political circumstances and Wolf's critical writings of the 1950s. In doing so, he attempts to understand and ultimately exonerate her from her involvement with the Stasi. However, Kane's essay lacks a more thorough analysis of the text itself, which he merely holds up as indicative of Wolf's satiric distance from the ideological and literary dogma that characterized that period in GDR history.
The circumstances that confronted Wolf and Wolf scholarship in the early 1990s appear to have influenced the overall tone of the volume: defensive, hopeful, tentative. Each essay does its part to vindicate Wolf from critics and even her own past. Each also looks to a future in which Wolf vindicates herself with literary endeavors. But the volume as a whole remains necessarily tentative. It is, and can only be, the very beginning of the re-reading of Wolf post-Wende, post-"Fall."
Wallace rightly offers little justification for the volume. Wolf is certainly due the scholarly attention afforded by this collection of essays. But, unfortunately, Wallace also neglects to provide a cohesive structure for the collection. While each of the essays is evidence of thorough scholarship and of an enviable command of the breadth and depth of Wolf's oeuvre, the collection as a whole lacks a noticeable organization or direction. Wallace has failed to provide his reader with the structure, or introduction, necessary to explain the impetus behind the collection, if not to justify it. Nonetheless, Christa Wolf in Perspective represents a welcome addition to scholarship on Christa Wolf. 
